HI 40 years Jewish Welcome Service Vienna

Welcome to Vienna

VIENNA PROGRAM

Here you will find suggestions for the four days. They are arranged according to topics such as Vienna Sightseeing and Jewish Vienna.

These are suggestions, just a framework program. We do not make any exact suggestions. You don’t have to follow our suggestions in detail. If you want, you can also go completely different routes.

Information about sightseeing, tours, walks, public transport, maps, etc. can be found in your welcome package, which we will leave at your hotel.

Important

Please send us 5 pics every day
Tag Jewish Welcome Service on
Instagram: jewishwelcomeservice.vienna and/or
Facebook: @JewishWelcomeVienna
#jewishwelcomeservice #jewishwelcomeservicevienna

Wishing you an interesting and exciting stay !!!

Day 1  Vienna Sightseeing

Musikverein/Schwarzenbergplatz (Hotel Imperial), Vienna State Opera, The Hofburg Imperial Palace with Heldenplatz (Sisi Museum, Imperial Treasury), Vienna City Hall, National Theatre (Burgtheater)

St. Stephan´s Cathedral;
Belvedere Palace with palace gardens, Schönbrunn Palace with palace gardens and the Gloriette
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Day 2  Jewish Vienna

Judenplatz Memorial, Museum Judenplatz, Stadttempel
(“Guided Tours”: Monday to Thursday or during Shabbat Service), Morzinplatz Memorial (Location of Gestapo Headquarter), Jewish Museum Vienna, The Vienna Wiesenthal Institute for Holocaust Studies (includes a small museum in commemoration of Simon Wiesenthal’s work)

DISTRICT 2
Walking tour through the Leopoldstadt (“Mazzeinsel”)

DISTRICT 3
Aspangbahnhof Memorial – Leon Zelman Park
(Site of the Aspang Railway Station, from there started the deportations to the death camps in 1941).

DISTRICT 9
Sigmund Freud Museum, Seegasse
(“Rossau cemetery”, Vienna’s oldest Jewish cemetery), Memorial Servitengasse (“Keys against Forgetting”)

DISTRICT 15
Turner Temple, Memorial Site
“Für das Kind” – Kindertransport statue: Remembering the Kindertransports to England (Westbahnhof Station, downstairs)
Day 3  Modern & International Vienna

University of Economics
UNO City Vienna

Nature & Amusement

The Danube Island (Donauinsel)

The Danube Canal

Prater
Ferries Wheel
The Green Prater with Prater Hauptallee (wide boulevard, Vienna’s largest green area)

Day 4  Museum tours (choose one or two)

Albertina and Albertina modern
House of Austrian History (Heldenplatz)
Hunderwasser Haus
Kunst Haus Wien & Museum
Museum of Applied Arts (MAK)
Museum of Fine Arts
MuseumsQuarter
(Leopold Museum, MUMOK and more)
Secession
Wien Museum MUSA

or

Vienna Woods
Kahlenberg, Leopoldsberg – Walking through vineyards and visit a Viennese “Heuriger” (Vinery)